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Abstract
Bioinformatics web tools and servers are a powerful way for researchers to share valuable computational
tools. They are ideal because users can run analyses in their browsers without having to download, set
up, and run code on their local system. However, bioinformatics tool development requires web
development pro�ciency and server costs which can be a barrier to entry. Google Colaboratory (Colab) is
an online interactive code environment available to anyone with a free account. Colab is easy for both the
developer and user. It allows researchers to make code available without needing web development skills.
Users can customize code easily through Colab, which is bene�cial since current bioinformatics web
tools do not allow the user to edit code and perform customized operations. Also, Colab allows for easy
collaboration and editing of code without concerns about platform compatibility between computers. Due
to its user-friendly and customizable properties, we propose using Colab for developing bioinformatics
tools. In this case study, we demonstrate implementation of the OKtool on Colab, a Python-based tool for
calculating overlapping k-mers of desired length from a list of protein or DNA sequences. Applications
include motif analysis and antigenic epitope analysis. It is a highly-customizable tool fully implemented
in Colab that provides a FASTA �le of k-mers derived from any given list of sequences. Overall, our work
demonstrates the potential for bioinformatics tool development on Colab. OKtool is freely accessible at
oktool.cloud.

Availability

Short link: oktool.cloud

Full link: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/15Z1ZETuJcXW59D4XKDWi9OKwtaEZC1nz?
usp=sharing

Github link: https://github.com/andrewgcodes/OKtool

Implementation

Simply open the Google Colab link to run the code. Step by step instructions are provided. No downloads
are necessary. If unable to access Colab, download the Github IPYNB �le and open in Jupyter on your
system. The only needed library is Pandas, which can be installed via pip.

Introduction
Web tools and servers have become a staple of the bioinformatics �eld, with hundreds of Internet-based
tools available to researchers [1]. For instance, popular web tools and servers include the Expasy suite of
tools, BLAST, Clustal Multiple Sequence Alignment, PEP-FOLD, and the Gene Expression Omnibus GEO2R
[2–6]. Web-based software are valuable to researchers because they streamline many aspects of the
research process. While many programs such as BLAST can be run locally, this can be di�cult due to the
wide variety of operating systems and associated challenges in keeping software updated to be

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/15Z1ZETuJcXW59D4XKDWi9OKwtaEZC1nz?usp=sharing
https://github.com/andrewgcodes/OKtool
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compatible with these operating systems. In comparison, browser-based web services can function on
almost any device. Furthermore, browser-based services do not necessarily need to leverage the user’s
local computing resources, instead drawing from cloud computing. Services such as Galaxy can help
researchers with limited computing resources, expanding access to methods such as protein structure
prediction [7].

Despite the bene�ts of bioinformatics web services, there is a barrier to entry. In general, web
development skills and pro�ciency with frameworks like R Shiny, Django Flask, or HTML/CSS/Javascript
are necessary [8–9]. Many researchers lack the experience with web development to properly implement
web tools. Also, hosting web services can be di�cult to maintain for many years and costly to operate. In
fact, a 2021 article reports that only about 50% of bioinformatics web services published in 2010 were
still accessibl [10].

Google Colaboratory (Colab) is a free interactive browser code-editing environment focused on Python, a
popular programming language in science. Colab is free and allows users to work with Python in a IPYNB
format, like Jupyter Notebooks which organize code in blocks. Colab notebooks are easily shared and
collaborators can be added. Importantly, non-collaborators can execute and modify code without
changing the code for others. This enables customization of web tools to a user’s speci�c needs. Colab
reduces the need for researchers to learn web development. Recently, Mirdita et al. successfully
implemented AlphaFold2 on Colab, demonstrating the practical utility of Colab as a platform for
bioinformatics tools and its potential for increasing accessibility [11].

In the present study, we implement an overlapping k-mer retrieval algorithm in Colab and create a user-
friendly interface. K-mers are widely used in bioinformatics for DNA and epitope analysis [12–13]. For
instance, we previously used similar code to obtain overlapping 5-mers (pentapeptides) for the
monkeypox virus cell surface-binding protein E8L and identify potential epitope similarity with the human
proteome [14]. Currently, to our knowledge there is no web tool that enables users to easily submit
sequences and obtain k-mers of a speci�ed length in FASTA format.

Implementation
A Google Colab Python notebook was created. We used an algorithm to iterate through a Pandas
Dataframe column of sequences and obtain all k-mers of a given length using slicing and list
comprehensions and add the k-mers to a FASTA �le. We used the Form Field functionality within Colab to
create a user-friendly panel to specify parameters such as k-mer length, output �le name, and the name of
the �le column where input sequences are found.

Users should upload a CSV �le where one column contains the input sequences, with one sequence in
each row. The CSV �le can have other columns. Users upload CSV �les through the upload panel on the
left-hand side of Colab. We link a Youtube tutorial by Chanin Nantasenamat that explains the upload
process [15]. Also, we provide an example input �le containing 15 epitopes for Epstein Barr virus antigen
6 obtained from the IEDB [16].
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Next, the user speci�es �ve input parameters, the input �le name, the desiredKmerLength, the column
where sequences are found, the output �le name, and the fasta type (detailedFASTA or simpleFASTA).
The user clicks the Run circular button to run the code.

Finally, the user clicks the Run button on the second code block to begin the k-mer retrieval. We include a
statement in the k-mer code to report any length errors. That is, if the desired k-mer length is longer than a
sequence, it will be skipped and Colab will output a message such as “GPPAA is too short for the desired
k-mer length”. The user can download the resulting FASTA �le using the left-hand panel of Colab, where
the input �le was originally uploaded.

In order to make OKtool easily shareable, we purchased the short domain name “oktool.cloud” and set it
to redirect to the Colab notebook URL. We also documented nearly every line of code to enhance
readability and ease of customization for the user. Finally, recognizing that not every person can obtain a
Google account because of geographical restrictions, we also post our code on a public Github repository.

Conclusion
In the current study, we demonstrate using Google Colaboratory for easily implementing a bioinformatics
web service without knowledge of web development. It is user-friendly, easy to maintain and update, and
free. A limitation is that a free Google account is required, which may not be available in certain regions.
Accordingly, we provide a Github link to the OKtool source code �le. OKtool is accessible at oktool.cloud
and is well-documented with step-by-step instructions. We encourage researchers interested in making
bioinformatics code interactively available to others to look into Colab.
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